Every year, some 17,500 people in Europe and North America lose the power of speech after undergoing a laryngectomy, normally as a treatment for throat cancer. Several research groups have recently demonstrated that it is possible to restore speech to these people by using machine learning to learn the transformation from articulator movement to sound. In our project articulator movement is captured by a technique developed by our collaborators at Hull University called Permanent Magnet Articulography (PMA), which senses the changes of magnetic field caused by movements of small magnets attached to the lips and tongue. This solution, however, requires synchronous PMA-and-audio recordings for learning the transformation and, hence, it cannot be applied to people who have already lost their voice. Here we propose to investigate a variant of this technique in which the PMA data are used to drive an articulatory synthesiser, which generates speech acoustics by simulating the airflow through a computational model of the vocal tract. The project goals, participants, current status, and achievements of the project are discussed below.
Introduction
A total laryngectomy is a clinical procedure in which the voice box is surgically removed most commonly as a treatment for throat cancer. This procedure not only leaves the subject muted, but it is also known to cause social isolation, feelings of loss of identity and can lead to clinical depression [1, 2, 3] . Current available methods for speaking after a laryngectomy include the electro-larynx, a hand-held device which produces an unnatural, electronic voice; oesophageal speech, which is difficult to master, and the voice prosthesis, which is considered to be the current gold standard, but has a short life time (4 to 8 weeks) due candida growth, thus requiring regular hospital visits for valve replacement [4, 5, 6] . Other available methods such as the Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC) devices [7] , where the user types words and the device synthesises them, are also limited by their slow manual input and, therefore, are not suitable for any other than short conversations.
As an alternative to existing speech restoration methods, we are investigating a new way to restore speech to those who are unable to speak [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . The idea is to transform measurements of the lips and tongue movements obtained using magnetic sensing into audible speech using a speakerdependent transformation, implemented by machine learning techniques (typically deep neural networks [13] ). For capturing articulator movement we use Permanent Magnet Articulography (PMA) [14, 15, 16, 17] , a technology developed by our collaborators at the University of Hull in which small magnets are attached to the lips and tongue and the magnetic field generated when the articulators move is captured by sensors close to the mouth (see Fig. 1 for a picture of the PMA system). The parameters of the transformation for converting articulator movement into speech are currently estimated from simultaneous recordings of audio and PMA signals acquired before the person loses her/his voice. Some audio samples produced by the proposed restoration method can be found at https:// www.jandresgonzalez.com/is2017. As can be seen, the samples are mostly intelligible and the speaker identity is clearly preserved.
A limitation of the above approach for speech restoration is that simultaneous speech-and-sensor recordings are required for estimating the mapping between articulator movement and its acoustics. Thus, this makes this method unsuitable for persons who have already lost their voice. The aim is of this project is, thus, to investigate a novel approach that would make simultaneous recordings unnecessary. The idea is to predict, in real time, the position of the speech articulators from the PMA signals. This is a non-trivial problem as the magnetic field arriving at the sensors is a composite of the fields generated by all the magnets attached to the articulators. From the estimated vocal tract shapes speech can finally be synthesised by simulating airflow propagation through the vocal tract using well-known, established articulatory synthesis methods [18] .
In the next sections, the detailed objectives of the project, the participants, and its current status are described in detail.
Project objectives
As previously mentioned, the goal of this project is to investigate and develop a new method for speech restoration based on the PMA capturing technique and machine learning, but without the need of parallel speech and sensor recordings for training the machine learning techniques. We attempt to do this by, instead, learning an alternative transformation which will map the articulatory data captured by the PMA device into a physical model of the vocal tract (e.g. 1D or 2D representation of the vocal tract). Then, we will be able to generate audible speech from the estimated vocal tract shapes by using well-known articulatory synthesis methods.
The detailed objectives of this project are:
• To train a direct transformation from PMA data to vocal tract shapes used by the articulatory synthesiser.
• To personalise the synthesiser so that the speech generated sounds like the users original voice.
With regard to the latter point, we expect to use MRI images of the subject's vocal tract to personalise the synthesiser. In this way, the acoustics generated by the synthesiser will resembles the user's original voice.
Partners
There are four partners involved in this project:
• University of Sheffield: Jose A. Gonzalez (principal in- vestigator; now at the University of Malaga), Phil D. Green and Roger K. Moore.
• University of York: Damian Murphy, Helena Daffern and Amelia Gully.
• University of Hull: James M. Gilbert and Lam A. Cheah.
• University of Leeds: Andy Bulpitt and Duane Carey.
Current status
Firstly, we have been able to record a database consisting of parallel recordings of MRI, PMA and speech data for 4 subjects. For this pilot study, we decided to record simple material, mainly consonant-vowel (CV) and vowel-consonant-vowel syllables. At the same time, we have been working on improving the quality of speech generated by our articulatory synthesiser. In this regard, we described in [19] a dynamic 3D digital waveguide mesh (DWM) vocal tract model capable of movement to produce diphthongs. In [20] , we further investigated on estimating a physical model of the vocal tract (a 2D model in this case) from the speech waveform, rather than magnetic resonance imaging data. As an advantage, this method provides a clear relationship between the model and the size and shape of the vocal tract, offering considerable flexibility in terms of speech characteristics such as age and gender. Finally, we have been also working on optimizing the appearance and usability of the PMA system.
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